States, viz. Manipur, Karnataka, Mizoram, Andhra Pradesh, Goa, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan, Sikkim and Jammu & Kashmir have 0.99 < β < 0.999. Puducherry is the only state that exhibited decrease in public expenditure in 2012-13 over two previous years, 2010-2012. 
Construction of Composite Indices:
A composite index is almost always obtained as a weighted mean of the indicator variables or a suitable order-preserving function of the latter. Therefore, it is a matter of utmost importance to discuss as to the assignment of weights, the choice of suitability of the function that transforms the original indicator variables into their images and the choice of norm that is used for computing the mean. It may be noted that various types of mean (such as the arithmetic mean, the geometric mean, the harmonic mean, etc.) are only the special cases of the generalized mean (Hölder mean) for different values of the exponent, , p in the general formula
x are harmonic, geometric and arithmetic means, respectively. As to transformation of the original variables, there could be many possible choices. Using the variables in their original form may be considered as an identity transformation where
However, if some indicator variables are increasing exponentially (or say, logarithmically) vis-à-vis increase in other variables, it may be advisable to transform them suitably. Alternatively, the variables may be transformed to their ranking scores that preserves the order but ignores the magnitude of increase (or decrease). As to assignment of weights, there are several alternatives. In an extreme case, weights may be assigned subjectively, possibly based on the judgment of the analyst, which may rely on experience, purpose of analysis, or, the opinion of experts. Alternatively, quantity of a surrogate measure may be used for the assignment of weights to the indicator variables. For example, in constructing the consumers' price index, proportions of expenditure are used as weights to the prices of different consumption items. On the other extreme, weights are computed from the dataset (indicator variables or their images) itself and no subjective judgment or extraneous information is used. These weights are proportional to the measure of concordance between the composite index and the indicator variables. For computation of weights from the dataset itself, the technique of Principal Component Analysis is used quite frequently. Of late, Pena's method of construction of composite index is gaining popularity. Pena's method obtains intrinsic weights (derived from the dataset itself) by applying multiple regression method on data repeatedly. , where ρ is a measure of any non-Pearsonian correlation and p is the exponent relating to norm (Mishra, 2009a; 2009b) . Such an index may be solicited mainly because it is well known that the Pearsonian coefficient of correlation is a measure of linear dependence and it is prone to be pulled by extreme values (and outliers) in the dataset. Further, it is a measure that fits well only to the Euclidean space. Squaring of such a measure to obtain weights further aggravates its sensitivity to nonlinearity and extreme values. Therefore, other measures of correlation such as signum correlation, rank correlation, Kendall's tau, absolute correlation (Bradley, 1985 ), Shevlyakov's correlation (Shevlyakov, 1997) , Brownian correlation (Székely and Rizzo, 2009 ), etc. might be considered for measuring the degree of concordance between the composite index and the indicator variables.
Composite Indices of the Status of Social Sector:
In this study, we do not have any strong basis to obtain weights (for different indicator variables) subjectively. Nor are we equipped with enough information so as to obtain weights by using some extraneous criterion. Therefore, we must derive weights intrinsically. We have experimented with a number of variants of the PCA that use different measures of correlation. Optimization has been done with the Host-Parasite Co-Evolutionary Algorithm (Mishra, 2013) . We also have used the Pena's method. We have compared the composite indices obtained by different methods and finally chosen one of them on the basis of judgment and provided the reasons behind such a choice.
As presented in Table-4 CPCA Index is based on the conventional principal component analysis that maximizes the sum of squared coefficients of Pearsonian correlation between itself and the indicator variables. According to this index, Mizoram is on the top while Bihar is at the bottom. The next composite index (Brown) is derived so as to maximize the sum of squared Brownian coefficients of correlation (Székely and Rizzo, 2009 ) between itself and the indicator variables (Mishra, 2014) . It may be pertinent to note here that unlike other measures of correlation lying between -1 and 1, where zero implies (and is also implied by) linear independence, the Brownian coefficient of correlation lies between zero and unity, where zero implies (and also is implied by) complete independence between two variables while unity implies (and is also implied by) perfect dependence. According to this index, Chandigarh is at the top and Bihar is at the bottom.
The third composite index (Bradley) maximizes the sum of squared Bradley's absolute coefficients of correlation between itself and the indicator variables. Bradley's absolute correlation is a member of the family where median is the measure of central tendency. Like median, it is not pulled by extreme values or outliers in the dataset. According to this composite index, Mizoram tops the list while West Bengal is at the bottom. The fourth composite index (Campbell) is based on moderation of the impact of outliers (if any) in the dataset using Mahalanobis distance as a criterion of detection of outliers. It maximizes the sum of squared Campbell coefficients of correlation between itself and the indicator variables. According to this composite index, Goa is at the apex and Bihar is at the base. The fifth composite index (Shevlyakov) maximizes the sum of squared coefficients of Shevlyakov correlation between itself and the indicator variables. The Shevlyakov correlation moderates the impact of outliers in the dataset using median as the central tendency and the median of absolute deviations (from median) as a measure of scale (Hampel et al., 1986) . According to this composite index, Sikkim is at the top and Uttar Pradesh is at the bottom. The sixth composite index (Kendall) maximizes the sum of squared coefficients of concordance (Tau) between itself and the indicator variables. The Kendall's tau is the most powerful (more robust as well as more efficient) non-parametric measures of association between two variables (Croux and Dehon, 2010) . According to this index, Mizoram tops the list and Bihar is at the base. The seventh composite index (Rank) is based on maximization of the coefficients of rank correlation (Spearman) between itself and the index variables. It is fairly robust and efficient measure of association between two variables. According to this index, Mizoram is at the top while Bihar is at the bottom. The eighth composite index (Signum) maximizes the sum of squared coefficient of signum correlation (Blomqvist, 1950) between itself and the indicator variables. Signum correlation is a fairly robust measure of correlation, although slightly weaker than the rank correlation of Spearman (Croux and Dehon, 2010) . According to this composite index, Sikkim tops the list while Bihar is at the bottom.
TABLE-4: COMPOSITE INDICES OF THE STATUS OF SOCIAL SECTOR OBTAINED BY DIFFERENT METHODS

State/UT
CPCA
Unlike the composite indices discussed so far which are based on the one or the other measure of correlation and maximization of the sum of squared coefficients of that kind of correlation between the composite index and the indicator variables, the last composite index (Pena) is based on Pena's measure of distance (Somarriba and Pena, 2009; Nayak and Mishra, 2012) defined as:
where ; 1, 2,.., ; 1, 2,..., . Moreover,
It is important to note that the value of an indicator variable is transformed to ij d , which is an absolute deviation from a reference case ( , r which could refer to the minimal value of an indicator variable) rescaled by the standard deviation ( j σ ). It may also be noted that the first variable obtains an absolute weight of unity (1- 
Concordance among Different Composite Indices:
In table-5 we have presented the Pearsonian correlation among different composite indices as well as the expected growth rate of the index of public expenditure on social sector during 1990-2013. It is observed that Pena is rather poorly correlated with Campbell and Brown and strongly correlated with Bradley and Signum. CPCA, Rank, Brown, Campbell, Kendall and Shevlyakov are very strongly correlated, suggesting that the dataset conforms to linearity and does not contain any significant outliers. It appears, therefore, that the composite indices pertaining to the dataset at hand may be grouped into two groups: the one containing Pena, Bradley and Signum and the other containing CPCA, Rank, Brown, Campbell, Kendall and Shevlyakov. From Table- 5 it is also evident that the correlation between SSE β and Bradley composite index is largest (r = 0.30152) followed by Pena composite index (r = 0.28013), Signum (r = 0.14905), Rank (r = 0.10975) and Kendall (r = 0.10423). We expect a strong correlation between the composite index of the status of social sector ( z ) and SSE β. In absence of strong correlation, it may be justifiable to choose that composite index ( z ) which has the highest empirically observed correlation. On this ground, Bradley or Pena composite index is a better choice. Our general impression, however, would favor the classification provided by Pena index. Goa, not Arunachal Pradesh, is more likely to be in the top quintile. Similarly, Jharkhand, D&N Haveli and Bihar, and not Nagaland, Tamil Nadu and Tripura, are more likely to fall in the bottom quintile.
In the mid quintile Bradley has Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Odisha, Karnataka, Lakshadweep, Delhi and Chandigarh. But Pena has Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Maharashtra, Lakshadweep, Assam and Andhra Pradesh. Once again, by our impression, Pena's grouping appears to be more reliable. We conclude, therefore, that Pena composite index is more reliable and strikes a better balance between unaided impressionism and unaided empiricism.
Concluding Remarks:
The importance of social sector in correcting the imbalances in the economy and society is now well recognized and it has drawn the attention of policy makers and the government. In India, especially after the year 2000-01, the allocation of resources or the public expenditure on the social sector has gained momentum. Growth rate of public expenditure in the last two decades fairly explains the status of the social sector attained by different states in India. However, the efficiency and efficacy of investment in social sector depends on the size of population as well as fiscal and financial governance. It has been seen, therefore, that population-wise smaller states with more development-oriented attitude have achieved a better status of social sector. States such as Mizoram, Sikkim, Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh, Goa, Puducherry and Uttarakhand have scored very high on this account. On the other hand, states such as Punjab, Kerala, Jharkhand, Bihar, W. Bengal, Nagaland, Tamil Nadu and Tripura are at the lower end. Gujarat, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Maharashtra, Assam and Andhra Pradesh have shown average status. To further improve the status of social sector in different states/UTs it is important that the public expenditure on this sector keeps its pace undaunted, but, perhaps, it is more important that fiscal and financial management is streamlined and its governance is improved to achieve better results.
